mirror neurons 1 provides clues to the neural basis for empathy and for a "shared intersubjective space" (Gallese, 2003, p. 160) , many forms of intersubjective experience that occur in psycho analysis, and between people in general, require further explana tion. For example, Gallese (one of the discoverers of mirror neu rons), Eagle, and Migone (2007) , state that mirror neurons, which thus far have been found to be activated only through di rect sensory observation of another's action or expression, cannot account for certain instances of projective identification, in which the patient's unconscious emotions evoke feelings and thoughts in the analyst without any specifically correlated behavioral cues. They comment that some have looked to telepathy as an explana tion for this phenomenon (p. 150).
FrEUD'S UnFUlFillED WiSh
"If I had my life to live over again I should devote myself to psychi cal research rather than to psychoanalysis"-that is what Freud wrote in 1921 in a letter to an acquaintance, Hereward Carrington (Jones, 1957, p. 392) . At various points over the subsequent two decades, Freud (1922 Freud ( , 1925 Freud ( , 1933 Freud ( , 1941 attempted to include te lepathy in psychoanalytic discourse. He postulated that telepathy was most likely an activity of the unconscious mind, and that much could be learned about repressed unconscious wishes from tele pathically received material, similar to the way one could learn from dreams. He theorized, in his analysis of readings of fortune tellers-one of whom he referred to as "a genuine 'medium' " (Freud, 1941, p. 62) -that an unconscious wish, along with the thoughts and factual material connected with it, could be trans ferred from one person to another. In fact, some of the fortune tellers' errors appeared to derive from their ascertaining the cli ents' psychic reality-their unspoken wishes and fantasies-more accurately than their observable reality.
In 1946, psychoanalyst Jule Eisenbud commented that one of the most remarkable facts in the history of the psychoana lytic movement is the indifference with which Freud's publications on the subject of telepathy have been received, an indifference all the more significant in the light of the exegetical tendencies not uncommonly present among Freud's followers. . . . In the more than twenty years that have elapsed since Freud's first publication on the subject in 1922, scarcely more than a half dozen psychoana lytic authors have made clinical contributions to the field, and most of these have published single communications followed by strange and enduring silences. (p. 32) In a field purportedly devoted to unearthing and analyzing repressed material, there has been, historically, a fieldwide re pression of material related even to expressing an interest in psi. Freud's own exploration of the subject could be described as a complex dance of approach-avoidance. Several years after writ ing to Carrington about his desire for a lifetime devoted to psychi cal research, Freud denied ever having made such a statement. But Ernest Jones, himself no fan of the occult, nevertheless tracked down a photostat of the letter and stated: "In the eight years that had passed he [Freud] had blotted out the memory of that very astonishing and unexpected passage" (Jones, 1957, p. 392) .
In the course of correspondence and meetings with Sandor Ferenczi over a period of many years, Freud encouraged, and at times participated in, Ferenczi's experiments with thought trans ference, but also expressed anxiety about going public with it (Brabant, Falzeder, & GiamieriDeutsch, 1993; Falzeder & Bra bant, 1996) . In a letter to Ferenczi in December 1910, Freud wrote: "I see destiny approaching, inexorably, and I note that it has designated you to bring to light mysticism and the like. . . . Still, I think we ought to venture to slow it down. I would like to request that you continue to research in secrecy for two full years and don't come out until 1913-you know my practical reasons against it and my secret painful sensitivities" (Brabant et al., p. 240) .
"Painful sensitivities" regarding psi phenomena persist to this day. As has been pointed out by Farrell (1983) and Mayer (1996 Mayer ( , 2001 Mayer ( , 2007 , dialogue about this subject has been stifled because of a public-private split: Many analysts express interest and/or belief in psi in private but are fearful of the consequences if they were to make their interest known publicly, just as Freud was. I have come to call the subject of psi phenomena the other dark continent of psychological inquiry, rivaling female sexuality as the feared unknown, evoking anxiety and avoidance, or a rush to judge and pathologize, rather than to explore and learn.
An outstanding instance of this public-private split involved renowned analyst and author Robert Stoller. In 1973, Stoller wrote a paper about telepathic dreams (Mayer, 2001) , mostly dreams his patients had which coincided uncannily with events in his own life about which they would otherwise have had no way of knowing. In the same paper, Stoller also wrote of a dream he had which described elements of an accident involving the son of his supervisor, Ralph Greenson, an accident which had actually oc curred, but about which Stoller had no prior knowledge (as cited in Mayer, 2001, pp. 636-637) . After Stoller told Greenson of his dream, Greenson admitted to his wife that he was "permanently affected" and deeply impressed by the experience, "convinced that telepathy was something real and relevant for analysts to con sider" (p. 638). Nevertheless, Greenson advised Stoller not to try to publish his paper if he wanted a career as a reputable psycho analyst. Nearly thirty years later, and long after Stoller's death, a colleague found the article and brought it to the attention of Eliz abeth Lloyd Mayer of the San Francisco Psychoanalytic Institute, who got it published in The Journal of the American Psychoanalytic Association. In Stoller's article are several references to his own fears of being considered unrespectable or unscientific because of his interest in the subject (p. 635).
2 Eisenbud (1946) theorized that the analytic field's avoidance of the subject of psi was due to the instinctive connection people make between these experiences and childlike states of mind, re gressive states that threaten and challenge our status as rational, sophisticated adults. Servadio (1935) , an analyst and contempo rary of Freud's, attributed avoidance of the subject to the "fear that one may be accused of being fixated upon an infantile mode of thought" (p. 210). It is possible that, in addition to Freud's (1933 Freud's ( , 1941 stated reasons for caution in pursuing his undeni able interest in paranormal phenomena (i.e., his concern about being tainted by association with unscientific thinkers and occult ists of his time), he may have been fearful of encountering infan tile aspects of his own psyche. After all, his major objection to reli gion was its appeal to childish, wishful thinking: "The whole thing," he remarked, "is so patently infantile" (Freud, 1930, p. 22) . Jung (1961) speculated that Freud's emphasis on repressed sexuality was, in part, itself a vehicle for repressing something even more disturbing to Freud's notion of adult consciousnessmysticism (p. 152). Loewald (1978) , while not mentioning psi phenomena per se, spoke of mystical experiences, extremes of sexual passion and romantic love, creative states and psychosis as among those states of being which pose a threat to the individual's stability, "states of identification where the boundaries between self and object world, between oneself and another person, are blurred or tend to vanish" (p. 36). Loewald thought that most adults break away from or avoid these boundaryblurring states due to anxiety over loss of control. He traced the origin of these experiences to the symbiotic nature of the mother-infant matrix, the same site Ehr enwald (1978) called the "cradle of ESP" (p. 14).
These boundaryblurring states occur frequently in the mind of the psychotic, the mind experiencing psi, and the mind of the psychotherapist, particularly the therapist dealing with psychotic patients. Note the following description by Harold Searles (1976): For the deepest levels of therapeutic interaction to be reached, both patient and therapist must experience a temporary breaching of the ego boundaries which demarcate each participant from the other. In this state there occurs . . . a temporary introjection, by the therapist, of the patients' pathogenic conflicts; the therapist thus deals with these at an intrapsychic, unconscious as well as con scious level, bringing to bear upon them the capacities of his own relatively strong ego. Then, similarly by introjection, the patient benefits from this intrapsychic therapeutic work which has been accomplished in the therapist. (pp. 158-159) Certainly this description of psychological healing, with its mysterious exchange of contentladen energy and emotional pieces of patient and therapist, with the therapist taking in dam aged parts of the patient, digesting and assimilating and giving them back to the patient in a healthier form, would fit the formal definition of psi communication. Benedetti (1987) , in describing the structure of empathy, which he feels reveals itself most vividly in the psychotherapy of psychosis, writes that "the birth of the self is composed of a mix ture of interchangeable parts of oneself and others " (p. 194) . How does this interchange of parts take place? Is it any easier to explain than the exchange of information and mental states that occurs in telepathy?
pSi in thE laBoratorY
There is a growing body of rigorously designed studies leading to the solid conclusion that psi phenomena have a place in our real, material world, and are measurable according to accepted scien tific standards. Lazar (2001) , a supervising and training analyst at the Washington Psychoanalytic Institute, has summarized some of these studies, among them, those conducted at the Princeton En gineering Anomalies Research (PEAR) Laboratory. The PEAR Lab was established in 1979 by Robert Jahn, Dean Emeritus of the Princeton Engineering School and professor of Aerospace Sci ences, and cofounder Brenda Dunne, to explore the impact of human consciousness on physical, material systems.
One of the PEAR lab experiments was designed to determine if human intention could influence the output of a random event generator's production of 1s or 0s, which, according to chance, would normally be 50 percent of each. The human subject would sit in a room with the boxlike machine as it produced and record ed its thousands of bits of data in the form of rapidly streaming 1s and 0s. Before beginning, the subject would set an intention to shift the mean result either higher or lower than what would be expected by chance. Even when the subject was not in the room with the machine, some PEAR experiments, along with those from other laboratories, demonstrated that distance, even up to thousands of miles, between the human subject and the machine to be influenced did not diminish the subjects' capacity to alter the chance statistics of the generator. A metaanalysis of 832 ex perimental studies of the effect of human intention on random event generators, including some of the Princeton studies, found overall odds against chance of the impact of human intention on the machines' output of over a trillion to one (Radin, 1997, p. 140) .
3 (What an interesting twist on the Schizophrenic Influenc ing Machine [Tausk, 1919] . Tausk describes the common belief of schizophrenics that their actions, particularly their body move ments, are controlled by a machine. I wonder: If there were such a thing as a society of random event generators, would some of them-the more sensitive ones among them, of course-be going to their analysts, insisting that the "rays" of some ominous homo sapiens were penetrating their encasements and causing them to act in crazy, unpredictable ways?) In light of the experimental data, perhaps the concept of magical ideation, or the belief in scientifically unorthodox or seemingly impossible forms of interaction between thought and the physical world, has to be reevaluated. Is it strictly a feature of psychotic, schizotypal, or childish thinking? Or, in certain instanc es, does it reflect a kind of interaction between thought and the physical world that is now within the domain of empirical science? Boss (1977) , commenting on the disruption of the boundar ies of the self in psychosis, states that this disruption "often seems to bring with it a superhuman penetrability into that which, not accessible to common experience, is precisely what underlies it. It is, so to speak, a schizophrenic sensitivity to that which is ordinar ily hidden from human perception" (p. 234). Benedetti (1987) , Arieti (1968a Arieti ( , 1968b , and others also note the potential of the schizophrenic condition to illuminate certain depths of the hu man condition not normally revealed. Is it possible that some psy chotic individuals are attuned to a fundamental, if esoteric, fact of nature-the actual interpenetrability and interconnectedness of all our energies? Perhaps the typical descriptions that schizo phrenics give of being penetrated by rays or waves represent a schizophrenic sensitivity to the emanations from each other and from everything that happens around us that we are all potential ly receptive to (even though the schizophrenic tends to grossly misinterpret the emanations)? Interestingly, according to Jones (1957) , Freud said of thought transference: "In it a verbal mes sage gets transformed into a wave or ray of quite unknown na ture . . . and then on reception reconverted into mental terms" (p. 381).
In an interview with PEAR cofounder Brenda Dunne (per sonal communication, February 11, 2004) , she described to me how some subjects in the experiments attempted to feel merged with the machine, to create a kind of "third space" where they could interact and affect each other. That approach, she said, seemed to produce better results than when subjects tried to ex ert their will over the machine in a more overt, conscious way. The more successful approach, which could be described as a kind of meditative state that softened distinctions and altered the sensation of boundaries of the self, resulting in the experience of a "third space," is similar to what takes place between analyst and patient in the intersubjective field. It brings to mind Ogden's (1994) "analytic third" (p. 4), Lacan's "decentering of the sub ject" (RaglandSullivan, 1986, p. 218) , and Benedetti's (1980) "third reality" formed by mutual introjection and projection pro cesses of patient and therapist (p. 635).
The effort put forth by the more successful subjects in the PEAR lab experiments is analogous to the kind of effort psycho therapists are called upon to engage in: We obviously cannot will or command patients to get better; we have to be in the therapeu tic space with them and in some inexplicable way-beyond the sum of our words-facilitate and intend both consciously and un consciously that our patients undergo some kind of change in their customary patterns, both intrapsychic and behavioral. Stern et al. (1998) have suggested that change occurs in therapy when therapists are willing to abandon their familiar framework and wade in more deeply to meet the patient in intersubjective waters, or, one could say, to "blur" their habitual sense of themselves, their roles, and their linear assessment of the patient.
Allan Schore, at a conference on Neurobiology and Attach ment Theory in Psychotherapy (2006) , noted that recent studies of the brain, including functional MRI studies, indicate that intui tive attunement to the patient (associated with the processing mode of the brain's right hemisphere) may be more critical in bringing about psychological change than particular techniques or interpretations (associated with the processing mode of the brain's left hemisphere.) Evidencebased practice research also leads to the conclusion that the quality of the bond between pa tient and therapist plays a larger role in positive change in psycho therapy than does any specific technical or theoretical approach (Henry, 1998; Klein, 2003; Luborsky et al., 1985; Norcross, Beu tler, & Levant, 2005; Wallerstein, 1995) .
According to Brenda Dunne (personal communication, Feb ruary 11, 2004) , the word most often used by subjects in the PEAR experiments is "resonate"-they try to resonate with the machine in order to alter their statistically predictable patterns. "Resonate" is a word we hear from patients when they feel we are attuned to them, or when we are reaching them in a way that might enable them to alter their own predictable and repetitive patterns.
Underscoring the power of resonance and attunement, the PEAR random event generator studies also demonstrated that two people working together with the same mental intention to im pact the output of the machine produced a larger againstchance effect than a single person working alone. Even more striking was the finding that couples who shared a strong bond "achieved an effect size nearly seven times larger than that produced by those same people as individual operators" (Dunne & Jahn, 2005, p. 709) . One can speculate that these results indicate a change effecting potential, though difficult to define, created by the bond between people, particularly people with an especially strong at tunement, as in the case of a good patient-therapist match. Paral lels between these experimental results and the changeeffecting power of the patient-therapist bond are worthy of reflection by psychoanalysts, particularly given the convergence of evidence emerging from neuroscience studies, psi research laboratories, and evidencebased practice research regarding the mutative im pact of attunement between human beings. tranSitional phEnoMEna anD pSi Winnicott's (1975) concept of transitional phenomena, which he extended to encompass all experience residing in the intermedi ary realm between subject and object, is relevant to an explora tion of the common ground between psi and psychoanalysis. Win nicott drew a connection between experiences in the "intermediate area" (p. 242), an area where subject-object boundaries are blurred, and the intense experiencing that is common to the in fant as well as to the adult's experience of art, religion, imagina tion, and creative work. Some personality studies (Schmeidler, 1966; Schmeidler & McConnell, 1958; Thalbourne & Delin, 1994; Wilson & Barber, 1983) point to a link between creativity, mystical experiencing, degree of absorption in fantasy, and reports of psi experience. There may be certain personalities, ranging from healthy and creative to borderline and psychotic, who tend to dwell more in this intermediate realm, where symbiotic phenom ena of all kinds may be more likely to occur and to be perceived. Searles (1976) commented that many psychoanalytic writers "are still unconsciously staving off, while gingerly approaching, the degree of recognition of the pervasiveness of symbiotic phe nomena, involving nonhuman as well as objectively human realms of existence" (p. 148). Searles also said that it was only his long term work with schizophrenic adults which compelled him to see, "against tenacious unconscious resistance on my part" (p. 148), the extent and importance of symbiotic phenomena. He, like Loewald (1978) , attributed this resistance to the uneasiness most people feel regarding the gratification, or desire for gratification, of infantile dependency needs.
Experiences of an intermediate or symbiotic nature occur frequently in our work with patients, not just psychotic patients, and reside in mental territory that overlaps with the "other dark continent" of psi. The unconscious itself seems inclined to drift into a transitional or intermediate realm. Take, for example, the therapist's use of his own unconscious as an analyzing instrument, a concept Freud (1912) first suggested (p. 116), and which has since been expanded upon by Isakower (1963a Isakower ( , 1963b and by Balter, Lothane, and Spencer (1980) . As Balter and colleagues note, the analyzing instrument is not a separate entity within the psychic structure of the analyst, but a joint construction of analyst and analysand, "functioning together as one unit in continuous communication" (p. 474). The analyzing instrument can be con sidered to be a kind of transitional object cocreated and coexpe rienced by both analyst and patient.
The degree to which we actually cocreate each other's expe rience, and the startling reach of the intersubjective field, was highlighted by another category of psi studies, primarily by Braud and Schlitz (1991) , in which the capacity of average individuals to All rights reserved under International Copyright Convention. No part of this text may be reproduced, transmitted, downloaded, or stored in or introduced into any information storage or retrieval system, in any form or by any means, whether electronic or mechanical, now known or hereinafter invented, without the written permission of The Guilford Press.
influence the biological systems of distant subjects was explored. The subjects' degree of physiological relaxation or arousal was measured by as many as seven different physiological indices, in cluding electrodermal response, muscle tension, and heart rate. Subjects were not aware either of timing or direction of the inten tion of the influencer. Influencer and subject were separated by distance and sometimes by special soundproof and electromag netically proofed rooms. The influencer was given computer generated random sequences instructing him when to mentally focus on either arousing or calming the distant subject. At other times, the influencer was randomly instructed to direct his atten tion away from the subject, thereby producing "nomentalinflu ence" control periods. The combined results of 37 such experi ments demonstrated that the influencers' intention and the subjects' physiological changes were correlated to a significant de gree, producing odds against chance of more than a hundred tril lion to one (Radin, 1997, p. 153) .
These experiments form an interesting lens through which to view projective identification. As Ogden (1979) stated: "Rather than simply altering the psychological representations of an ex ternal object, in projective identification one attempts to, and of ten succeeds in, effecting specific alterations in the feeling state and selfrepresentations of another person" (pp. 369-370).
If one is affecting the feeling state of a person, one is affect ing, even subtly, his physiology-feelings change physiology. If we accept the concept of projective identification, it should not re quire a huge leap of either imagination or logic to accept these kinds of psi phenomena as worthy of inclusion in our study of hu man interaction, and as adding to our understanding of transfer ence/countertransference effects that take place on a daily basis with our patients. Lazar (2001) commented that "one of the problems facing the more general acceptability of these [psi] phenomena is their relatively subtle effect" (p. 116).
4 That may be the case, and yet this problem is no different from the problem psychoanalysts have always faced. The effects achieved in a psychoanalytic session can be subtle, difficult to replicate from patient to patient, or even from session to session with the same patient, and yet, over time, the accumulation of these subtle effects can be life changing, transforming the patient's perception of himself and his relation ship to the world around him. If we were to take in and process the ramifications of the subtle effects demonstrated in the scien tific studies of psi, our perception of ourselves and our relation ship to the world might be transformed as well.
Lazar (2001) noted another obstacle to the acceptance of psi phenomena: They do not feel real; they are counterintuitive with regard to the way we experience our daily lives (p. 129). Perhaps this is the case, but people have no trouble accepting other unreal seeming phenomena, such as the recently verified Bell's theorem (Bouwmeester et al., 1997, p.126) , where each of a pair of two previously connected particles, traveling at great distances from each other, seem to "know" and respond instantaneously to each other's spin and charge. We do not hear of psychoanalysts writing about quantum physicists' omnipotent fantasies or the childish, wishful nature of their claims. Apparently, subatomic particles having intimate knowledge of each other at a distance and dissolv ing boundaries of identification does not threaten our view of ourselves as independent adults who have outgrown our symbiot ic roots. Loewald's (1979) comment speaks to this subject:
The more we understand about primitive mentality, which consti tutes a deep layer of advanced mentality, the harder it becomes to escape the idea that its implicit sense of and quest for irrational nondifferentiation of subject and object contains a truth of its own, granted that this other truth fits badly with our rational world view and quest for objectivity. Even a schizophrenic's sense of a contin uum or an uncanny . . . affinity and sameness of himself and an other person, as if both merely pose as two distinct individuals, be gins to make sense if viewed in the light of deep unconscious levels. (p. 402) Another PEAR lab phenomenon worth mentioning here is what Brenda Dunne and Robert Jahn termed "the signature ef fect." Each subject participated in a number of trials, with differ ent kinds of statistically predictable mechanical systems, includ ing the random event generator. When the researchers looked over the trial results they were surprised to find that they were able to recognize which subject's data they were looking at. It was as if, in the complex data output graphs, each subject's uncon scious influence revealed itself in a very personalized fashion. Brenda Dunne (personal communication, February 11, 2004) ex plained it to me this way: "We could recognize a person's results in general, even if they differed from trial to trial, the way you recognize a Mozart piece as a Mozart, or a Beethoven as a Beethoven, even if each individual piece of music seems entirely different from the next."
So in this realm of subtle but significant effects, of which psy choanalysis is clearly a resident, it would seem that each analyst may generate a unique signature effect. As the analyst's uncon scious enters the patient's psyche, as Benedetti (1990, p. 12 ) has described, it may leave its signature, just as the patient's uncon scious penetrates the analyst's psyche and leaves its unique im print. This would also suggest that the personality of the analyst, the analyst's idiosyncratic way of navigating his own unconscious channels, is as important as specific technique or inter pretation. The APA Presidential Task Force on EvidenceBased Practice (2006) noted: "Because of the importance of therapeutic alliance to outcome, an understanding of the personal attributes and in terventions of therapists that strengthen the alliance is essential for maximizing the quality of patient care" (p. 278). Once again, psi research and evidencebased practice research seem to point in the same direction regarding the importance of the nature of the bond between therapist and patient.
pSi anD UnConSCioUS CoMMUniCation in thE analYtiC DYaD
The following is an example of a possible psi experience in an analytic session, which I will use as a basis for discussing further parallels between psychoanalytic process and psi. I hope to illus trate that at times the two are so close that they are fundamentally indistinguishable.
Bill came in for his initial session in a rage. He spent much of the time cursing and railing against the women in his life-his wife, coworkers, a neighbor. He told me he had a hit list that con sisted of several women, and then, looking at me with a sneer, he wondered aloud if I might end up on that list. (He had had great ambivalence about coming to see me, and only did so because a muchadmired male colleague had referred him.) As the session proceeded, and I listened to Bill's chronicling of how women had "done him wrong," a strange image came into my mind an image of Bill, with a beatific smile on his face, digging in the soil of an elaborate, colorful flower garden. It seemed incongruous, to say the least, and I did not pay much attention.
That evening, in thinking over Bill's session, I laughed to my self, assuming that my mind had produced the Billinthegarden image as a comforting anchor for me to hold on to while listening to this rather scary man rant. Still, it seemed odd to me because gardening is not anything I have ever done, so it does not hold strong associations of comfort or security for me. As the weeks passed, the Billgarden image remained in my mind, until it be came like one of those facts about a person so integral to him that you no longer notice it as a separate detail-like a beard, or eye glasses on a person who always wears them. Though it never made sense in the context of the reality of Bill's life, and I never men tioned it to him, the image became a subtle component of my in trapsychic perception of him, even though it was rarely a focus of my conscious attention as it had been that first session.
I worked with Bill for over four years, during which time he developed trust in the analytic process and in me, and made sig nificant changes in some of his longstanding patterns, including those regarding his anger. And then he moved upstate. About three years after I'd last seen him, I received a phone call from Bill. He was in Manhattan, and wondered if I had a few minutes for him to stop by and say hello. I arranged the time, and Bill came to my office. After telling me about his new house, he took out his wallet, indicating that he had some pictures to show me. I assumed they might be of the house or of grandchildren. Nothey were pictures of a huge, beautiful flower garden.
As I tried to disguise my shock, Bill said, "This is my passion now. When I'm in my garden, I feel a kind of peace I never thought possible." And then he grinned, and said, "I bet this is the last thing you would ever have imagined me doing!"
There are many ways of viewing this uncanny unfolding of All rights reserved under International Copyright Convention. No part of this text may be reproduced, transmitted, downloaded, or stored in or introduced into any information storage or retrieval system, in any form or by any means, whether electronic or mechanical, now known or hereinafter invented, without the written permission of The Guilford Press.
events. Was the garden image an example of precognition on my part? Or did Bill and I unwittingly, unconsciously, grow his gar den together in the "third space" of psychotherapy? Could gar dening, and its related peace and beauty, have been in his uncon scious, hidden from him the entire time I worked with him, and might I have picked that up from his unconscious and reflected it back to him, without words, until he was able to pick up on it him self and bring it into consciousness? I think that, at very least, the Billgarden image allowed me, without knowing it at the time, to relate to a side of him which other people might not have per ceived because of all his rage and bluster. In turn, my way of relat ing to him, and the particular therapeutic alliance that developed in part because the garden image had taken up residence in my psyche, may have subtly inclined him in the direction of his own need for calm and beauty, which may have ultimately led him to gardening. All of these possibilities highlight the common ground of unconscious communication that characterizes both psi and the psychoanalytic process.
pSi anD thE StrUCtUrE oF tranSFErEnCE analYSiS
The following is a different type of psi experience, illuminating different aspects of the analytic process and its relationship to psi. First, I will acknowledge that I have struggled personally with my own version of the public-private split regarding psi phenomena, having had many experiences since childhood that would meet the definition of psi, yet having been reluctant to speak openly about them. The example presented here is one of those experi ences, which I have decided to include in an attempt to illustrate parallels between psi and psychoanalysis from inside the mind ex periencing psi rather than viewing it solely from the outside. After finishing graduate school, I lived in Paris, working as head of research for a documentary film, and also as liaison be tween the French producer and the American director. One morning I was at a business meeting with the producer and his staff. As I attended to the details of the meeting, I became aware of a profound, gnawing sense of horror arising in the pit of my stomach. I could have ignored it, or pushed it away, but having All rights reserved under International Copyright Convention. No part of this text may be reproduced, transmitted, downloaded, or stored in or introduced into any information storage or retrieval system, in any form or by any means, whether electronic or mechanical, now known or hereinafter invented, without the written permission of The Guilford Press.
had so many of these experiences since childhood, I was accus tomed to allowing such inexplicable feelings to surface in order to try to distinguish whether they came primarily from an endog enous anxiety state or from something which seemed to originate from outside myself. As the feeling of horror intensified, my sense was that it was not about me. I held it in my awareness as the meet ing continued. As soon as my responsibilities were fulfilled I ex cused myself and went back to my apartment. I sat on the edge of my bed, allowing the feeling to evolve. (I liken this phase of a psi experience to a kind of gestation period, where some elemental seed of a feeling/bodily sensation ultimately emerges in the form of images, facts, or words.) Within a couple of minutes, I saw (in my mind), all kinds of debris falling through the air, and a sort of odometer, with numbers running up very rapidly from 000 and stopping abruptly at 346. At the same time, I heard, again within my mind, the most horrendous, agonizing moans and screams. Normally, I would try to translate such an experience one step further-to define exactly what I think it refers to. In this case, I was so overwhelmed with the horror of the images and sensations that I did not do that. I spent the rest of the day walking around Paris, trying to shake off the funereal atmosphere the images had evoked.
I did not have a television or radio, so it was not until the next morning when I bought The International Herald Tribune that I discovered the final translation/interpretation of the previous day's alarming sensations: The headline announced that 346 peo ple had been killed in a DC10 plane that had crashed outside of Paris. Perhaps the most chilling fact to me was that the plane had taken off from Paris at about 1:00 pm, and I had been sitting in the business meeting, overwhelmed by the initial sensation of hor ror at about 11:00 am. (From the perspective of the concept of nonlocality in quantum physics, this would not seem so startling, since neither time nor space is subject to linear distinctions, a characteristic that is shared by the unconscious, even though it is counterintuitive to our conscious mind.) 5 I've picked a rather extreme example to explore the psycho logical experience of a psi event because it makes it simpler to highlight certain aspects of the experience, and to draw parallels to psychoanalytic process, particularly to the workingthrough of transference feelings. Often in these experiences, there is an ini tial sensation, a body sensation; in this case it was a raw horror akin to what one might feel at the instant of violent annihilation. Following that initial feeling, there is a need to find a connection for the feeling in reality, a need to translate inner sensations into a symbolic form that fits the outer environment, or to find some thing in the environment that makes sense of the inner sensa tions. An analogy to this process might be that of transforming Bion's (1965) beta elements, those raw, inchoate, ineffable ele ments of experience that comprise much of the infant's mode of being, into symbolic form, or alpha elements. While I do not as sume that my particular way of experiencing these phenomena can be generalized to anyone else's, in discussions with Lyn Bu chanan (personal communications, May-September, 1994), for mer general and U.S. Army Intelligence officer, who trained the army's remote viewers or "psychic spies" for many years, he told me that most of the remote viewers said they first got a physical sensation and then somehow translated it into words or drawings. (Remote viewing experiments, in which a subject is asked to de scribe or draw an undisclosed, randomly selected target site ob served by an agent, were funded by the Defense Intelligence Agency, the CIA, the Army, and NASA.) 6 To help correlate the phases of a psi experience to the pro cess of insight and integration of unconscious and conscious feel ings arising in the transference, I will use the metaphor of the type of sonar that whales and dolphins use to communicate. They send out sound frequencies into their deepsea environment and receive reflections back that convey details to them about that en vironment. Different frequencies yield different levels of detail, so there is a dynamic communication between animal and environ ment. In my experience of psi, the initial sensation or feeling is sent out into the expanse of unconscious mental space, which seems to connect in some way with the space beyond itself. Then, information or details that fit that initial feeling are reflected back, usually in the form of images, words, sounds, or other sym bols, around which ideas, meaning, or scenarios seem to coalesce. There are stages of evolving symbolization, and translation of sym bols, usually leading to further clarification of the perceived event or thought.
I believe that a similar process occurs in the exploration and resolution of feelings that arise in the transference. The patient's feelings, emitted consciously and unconsciously, are received and responded to, consciously and unconsciously, by the analyst. In the process, the patient learns that certain feelings do not belong exclusively to the present situation in the analysis, but originate elsewhere (as I suspected that the sense of horror I felt in Paris did not belong exclusively to my present situation). The psychoanalytic process encourages the patient to send those transference feelings down into the depths of mental space, where they then reflect back to him the shape and nature of the objects and part-objects that have become lodged in the landscape of the unconscious, objects that gradually take on more precise definition and become identified as the real power behind certain feelings evoked in the relationship with the analyst. Analyzing and understanding the transference enlivens the dialogue between unconscious and conscious, primary and secondary thought processes, similar to the way psi experience does. And in both psi experience and transference analysis, there is a weakening of the usually heavily fortified boundary between conscious and unconscious, creating an opportunity for integration and transformation, approaching Loewald's (1978) notion of "a new level of consciousness, of conscire, on which primary and secondary modes of mentation may be known together" (p. 65).
Ferenczi (Dupont, 1988) , Balint (1955) , Eisenbud (1946 Eisenbud ( , 1947 , Ehrenwald (1978) , Schmeidler (1966) , and Ullman (1966) have written about the transference evoking or provoking incidents of thought transference or telepathy. This may be because transference and thought transference both emerge from the transitional territory between primary and secondary process modes. In fact, Freud (1925) wrote: "On the basis of much experience I'm inclined to draw the conclusion that thought transference . . . comes about particularly easily at the moment at which an idea emerges from the unconscious as it passes over from the 'primary process' to the 'secondary process ' (p. 89) .
The therapist's use of his own unconscious as analyzing in-strument, mentioned earlier, highlights the similarities between the mental state required for psi processing and that required for effective psychotherapeutic listening. Balter et al. (1980) noted that an essential characteristic of the analyzing instrument is the unique and specific "settinginrelation to a near identical or anal ogous constellation in a second person" (p. 474). Their descrip tion sounds like the act of tuning into an intrapsychic radio, seek ing the frequency that will receive and resonate with emanations from the patient's unconscious. Freud (1912) suggested that an analyst should use his "own unconscious like a receptive organ toward the transmitting unconscious of the patient" (p. 115). (In a twoperson psychology framework, both analyst and patient are simultaneously transmitting and receiving.) With psi phenomena, it seems as though the unconscious is a "receptive organ" open to the transmissions of others and those of the external world, as well as being a transmitting organ that interacts with the uncon scious of others and with the physical world. PEAR laboratory co founders Jahn and Dunne (2001) speculate that the domain of intangible physical processes (the domain described by quantum physicists), which underlies the tangible material world, forms an interface or "predistinction continuum" (p. 312) with the uncon scious. This interface, they suggest, is the foundation for the emergence of psi phenomena. That unconscious transmission and receptivity extend be yond the analytic dyad was noted by Benedetti (1992) , in his de scription of the role of supervision in the therapy of schizophren ic patients, who often seem to know what was discussed between their analyst and their analyst's supervisor. He refers to "impres sive clinical findings" that show how "the presence of the collec tive Unconscious, which is extended to the Unconscious of the patient, who knows nothing of the supervisory session in itself, yet enters into precognitive contact with it . . . allows the supervisory session to go beyond its didactic function to become an element which directly stimulates the patient's development" (p. 13).
In the realms of both psi and psychoanalysis (particularly in the intersubjective analytic field and in projective identification), it is often difficult to pinpoint where information originates-in here, or out there. Searles (1973) wrote "The symbiotic instability of ego boundaries makes it impossible to know whether the anger or depression, for instance, which one suddenly experiences is one's 'own' or whether one is empathically sensing a feeling of the patient's own against which he is successfully defended un consciously as by projection" (p. 254).
In the instance of the Paris plane crash, one could wonder whether my own fears of death or annihilation were projected out, and in some unknown way, got caught up in a very real event with similar features, or, to use Balter et al.'s term, "a near identi cal constellation." It could be that the event in some way im pinged, even before it had occurred in measurable time and space, on the "receptive organ" of my unconscious and evolved from there into conscious images and meaning. Or, as in Searles's depiction of projective identification, and in the quantum world of subatomic particles, it may be impossible to ascertain a clear delineation between cause and effect.
pSi, pSYChoSiS, SYMBol ForMation, anD MEntal SpaCE
There appear to be many similarities between the mind of the psychotic and the mind experiencing psi: a sensitivity to stimuli, both externally and inwardly generated, feelings of being taken over by sensations originating outside one's own boundaries, a tendency toward primary process dominance, an emphasis on the concreteness of intrapsychic experience, and a blurring of ego boundaries. Major distinctions exist, however, most of which in volve the degree of integration of symbiotic and separate selves. I will emphasize here the experience of the mental space within which integration or disintegration takes place.
In Bion's (1965) theory of linking-the latticework from which thought formation emerges-innate or intuitive precon ceptions are formed out of feelings, often in response to an ab sence of the object, in the infant's case, the absence of the breast. Then there is a need to relieve mental frustration, to project these preconceptions out (sonarlike) into the environment and to find realization for them, hence replacing an absence with a presence, even if only a symbolic one. Once a preconception meets with a realization, it forms a concept or symbol, which can then become fuel for the next preconception seeking a realization, in an ever evolving chain of thought. In psi experiences, often an initial vis ceral feeling gives rise to a "preconception" and is followed by a sequence of symbolic links until the final connection (realization) in reality is revealed.
Language, psi, and thought may all be responses to an innate need to reach out, grasp and connect with, or communicate with, that which is currently absent from, or beyond reach of the self, and in that way, may be the means for growth of the self through an ongoing process of integrating primary and secondaryprocess experience, or transforming beta into alpha elements. (Accord ing to Freud [1915] , the preconscious is born out of the hyperca thexis of thingpresentations as they connect to wordpresenta tions, a kind of linking. I have wondered if the hypercathexis might result from an innate need to take in, or internalize, the environment that becomes differentiated from us as we emerge from infancy; we mouth words the way babies mouth things.)
The psychotic, rather than being able to use symbolic links to grow a healthy sense of self in relation to the environment, and to replace absences with symbolic presence, has difficulty propelling himself along the chains of symbolic links. For many suffering from psychosis, symbols are aggressors. They are reality, rather than a means of formulating one's being in reality. The self of the psychotic becomes strangled in the links, and so either his self hood dies or he attacks the link to protect the self, but in doing so, the mental space for symbolic thought formation is imploded rather than expanded. The psychotic has no faith that the next link will arise to give meaning to his feelings and bail him out of the sense of catastrophe engulfing him, or to borrow from Bion's vocabulary, he has no faith in "O" (Bion, 1970, p. 27) , the vast unknowable, no faith that anything helpful or meaningful can come from the unknown, only persecutors and abandoners.
In the psychological experience of psi, there may be a fre quent intrusion of primary process into secondary process expe rience, but there is the mental space within which to reach for the links that integrate them. There is a faith that there will always be a next link, a faith in "O." Federn (1952) describes how, in the psychotic, the ego with draws from its boundary, leaving the sense organs in the aban doned boundary, so that the individual is prey to his own raw feel ings and sensory perceptions with no defense. What seems to happen in psi experiencing is that the ego voluntarily and tempo rarily vacates its boundary-I would call it the "ego in the service of regression"-and then returns to try to read the hieroglyphs left by whatever entered its space. In psi events, as in word and thought formation, the initial feeling that gives rise to the chain of preconceptions leading to a realization in the environment may be a response to a very par ticular kind of absence, reflecting a need to merge with that which is beyond the self, perhaps what Balint (1968) describes as "the aim of all human striving . . . to establish-or, probably, reestab lish-an allembracing harmony with one's environment" (p. 65). In my own experience, unless the event is devastating, as in the plane crash, an oddly pleasurable feeling of recovering or discov ering a connection with that which is beyond the self often ac companies the resolution of a psi event. It seems as though at those moments, what Loewald (1978) describes as "the interplay between unconscious and conscious . . . between the intense den sity of undifferentiated, inarticulate experience and the lucidity of conscious articulate experience" (p. 50) is heightened. 7 pSi SpaCE anD FEMalE SpaCE: ConVErgEnCE oF thE tWo Dark ContinEntS As indicated earlier, it seems that the time between the first per ceived "beta" sensation and the articulation of a link to reality in a psi experience is a kind of gestation period. In my experience, I wait until the links somehow accumulate, and until a meaningful shape or word or scenario connecting the initial sensation to real ity emerges (similar to the way analysts "contain" their patients' conscious and unconscious utterances until meaning or patterns emerge). Although gestation is thought of in terms of time, it also implies a space, an inner space where something is held until it can be translated or delivered into the outside world. Bion's (1967) notion of the "mother's reverie" (p. 116) and Winnicott's (1975) notion of "primary maternal preoccupation" (p. 302) can be understood as a particular kind of mental spacethe site at which the infant's beta elements are metabolized, trans lated by the mother's psyche into alpha elements, and returned to the infant, bestowing upon the infant the capacity (alpha func tion) to transform beta elements into alpha. Thus, the mother's reverie is a space of gestation, a gestation of embryonic bits and pieces of cognitive capacity needed by the infant until he is ready to find his own space of reverie, where he can achieve his own gestation of beta into alpha elements. In fact, I think that the most important early introjection may be that of space, not objects. Once space is introjected it can then be projected back out to cre ate a sense of a universesized container in which endless chains of productive linking and thought can take place. Without that space, the fledgling ego cannot grow, and the unconscious sonar device has no space within which to reflect and get reflections back. Psychosis is one possible result of a failure of this crucial in trojection of space. Experience of psi may represent a particular mode of projecting and introjecting space.
The concept of space provides a symbolic connection be tween female sexuality, the original "dark continent of psycho logical inquiry" (Freud, 1926, p. 212) , and the other dark con tinent of psi. The mental gestation space necessary for the translation of psi events is a receptive space, more symbolically female, a space that holds and waits, yet interacts as well, as form takes shape within it. Receptivity is often confused with passivity (as sometimes occurs in psychoanalytic descriptions of the female role in sex), and yet, as in the mother's reverie, it is its own kind of vital, shaping action. Perhaps the discomfort and avoidance our field has manifested toward the subject of psi phenomena is re lated to that regarding the more female, intuitive, receptive modes of processing existence, as well as certain aspects of female sexuality.
Constitutionally, the female is primed for experiences where subject and object, inhere and outthere distinctions are blurred. In addition to the female's obvious sharing of space with the un born child, postKleinian analyst Henri Rey (1994) states that "the genital organ of the woman reminds her all the time of her sexual inner space," an inner space which he feels connects her symboli cally to the space of the universe (p. 265). The female sexual space is filled with sensation, arousal, and symbolic meaning and potential, yet is unseen, akin to the unseen but quantumparticlefilled space of the universe, and to the "unseen realities" of which William James (1902, p. 534) spoke. Another aspect of female bi ology that inclines her toward the experience of boundarydefy ing states is her capacity for multiple orgasms (the number of or gasms limited only by physical exhaustion (Sherfey, 1966, pp. 113-114) . Much of psychoanalytic theory has focused on the "seen" or phallic potential to the exclusion of the "unseen" poten tial of female inner space and the psychodynamic ramifications of the woman's experience of her inner space (other than as anxi etyproducing), though much thought has certainly been given to the baby's experience of that space (as in Kleinian theory).
Could this blindspot be related to that which has caused the field to overlook the significance of psi phenomena, and, until relatively recently, other more familiar "nonobjective kind[s] of knowledge" (Loewald, 1978, p. 34) such as empathy or intuition? The phrase "women's intuition" has often connoted a kind of marginalized, "cute," childlike capacity, not anything to be taken seriously as a valid mode of information gathering. And stories of mother-infant telepathy, where a mother might know from a dis tance that her baby is in danger, and rush to save the baby just in time, seem to be more easily accepted than other instances of te lepathy, possibly because they are neatly bracketed. As long as psi stays within the nursery, and we can say that such uncanny symbi otic moments are just for babies and mothers, the threat to the secure boundaries of adult identity is diminished.
pSi aS a ManiFEStation oF tranSFErEnCE anD CoUntErtranSFErEnCE
The need basis for psi was described by Ehrenwald (1978) , who said that adults may retain telepathic capacity (forged in the cru cible of the mother-infant bond) as a means of overcoming what he calls "communication gaps" (p. 22). Balint (1955 ), Schmeidler (1966 , and others have noted that psi in analytic sessions may be prompted by a need on the part of the patient to break through All rights reserved under International Copyright Convention. No part of this text may be reproduced, transmitted, downloaded, or stored in or introduced into any information storage or retrieval system, in any form or by any means, whether electronic or mechanical, now known or hereinafter invented, without the written permission of The Guilford Press. the analyst's reserve, to cover the distance between them. As Balint described it: "Certain talented people solve this very strained situation by administering a therapeutic shock to their analyst by producing apparently parapsychological phenomena" (p. 33).
Following is an example of the reverse of this situation, where the analyst unintentionally, at least without conscious intent, ad ministered a shock to the patient, perhaps for the same reason as in Balint's cases-to overcome a communication gap.
Carla was 41 when she came to see me. She was married, em ployed on and off, had been hospitalized once for a suicide at tempt, and frequently felt that her mother was trying to poison her. Her mother lived halfway across the country, but the poison could still get to Carla via two routes: over the telephone and in packages her mother would send on every possible occasion. These packages invariably contained gifts that were totally inap propriate for a grown woman, like embroidered signs with syrupy clichés or pajamas with Disneylike figures, each gift underscoring how little this mother knew or wanted to know about her daugh ter. Carla felt she had to accept the gifts, and thank her mother for them, even though they usually plummeted her into suicidal depression. She would stay in bed for days after a gift arrived, con vinced she was going to die from the poison. Partly due to her numerous absences, she was fired from several jobs.
When February came, I found myself dreading her upcom ing birthday, knowing a package would arrive and that it could nearly destroy her. I'd gone through several other holidays and family eventdays with her, and she was unconvinced by anything either I or her husband suggested about discarding the packages without opening them, in other words, rejecting the poison. My sense was that Carla hoped against hope that one day a little "mother's milk" might arrive along with the poison, something that would indicate that her mother did connect with her in some meaningful way, and so she compulsively opened package after package. When her husband threw one of the packages out, Carla became hysterical and retrieved it from the garbage.
The week after her birthday, she made it in for her session, though she had not gone to work. I could feel the depression clouds circling around her as she entered. She sat down and, though depressed, almost triumphantly began to describe how she had carried the package into her bedroom, and slowly opened it (triumphantly, I think, because she needed me to see just how horrible things continued to be for her). As she was describing the opening of the package, the kind of wrapping paper, the rib bon, I was following along in my mind and, without knowing it, must have gotten a frame or two ahead of her narration. I saw an article of clothing, like a dress, and found myself blurting out: "Oh, no! Mustard and fuchsia plaid! That's awful!" As I said it, Carla looked up at me with a look of bewilderment.
"How did you know?" she said. "It was a mustard and purple plaid jumper. A jumper! Who wears jumpers? And those colors! So uglyhow did you know?"
In the moment I was horrified. I would never have purpose fully said anything of the sort. This was a spontaneous, uncon scious mistake, and a huge one at that, the "analyzing instrument" run amok. I was so afraid Carla would feel invaded, even poi soned, by me, that it took me a moment to realize that she was not upset; in fact, she seemed relieved.
"Now you know!" she said. "Now you know exactly what it's like! You're poisoned too!"
When I realized what was happening, I went with it, reaffirm ing how awful, indeed, the gift was, and how now we would defi nitely have to find some antidote, some way of fighting this poison together before Easter, the next big holiday, because I simply couldn't take another poisoning. She smiled, aware that I was hamming it up a bit, but she was clearly happy that she was no longer alone in her claustrophobic mental space and that I was no longer mere witness; I was in the toxic trenches with her. From there, the space of our work seemed to open. Carla was more re ceptive to interpretations and questions that helped her loosen the grip her mother had on her psyche. By Easter, Carla was able to allow her husband to put an unopened package from her mother in the garage, until she finally decided to throw it out herself.
In this case, an inadvertent psi shock, a shock to both patient and therapist, served as a catalyst for growth and shifted the inter subjective field. Among many possibilities, perhaps Carla's unconscious need for an attuned mother, which she probably did not have even in infancy, was so powerful that it provoked my unconscious to produce the psi event, thereby creating in that moment between us an experience of the early mother-infant attunement she so desperately craved.
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THECHALLENGE
Over a half century ago, Balint (1955) wrote an exhortation to the field of psychoanalysis regarding the exploration of parapsychological phenomena:
Perhaps we analysts ought to accept the role of pioneers in this field, as we have had some experience of what it means to make defences conscious. If we succeed in relinquishing the professional hypocrisy . . . surrounding parapsychological phenomena, we might get to grips with the underlying real problem, what the true nature and function of ESP is. (p. 35) I would add that we would also learn more about the true nature and function of the unconscious, the cornerstone of psychoanalytic theory and practice. If we take seriously the unconscious communication that occurs in the intersubjective patient-analyst field, and if we accept the research indicating that unconscious mutual influencing is at the core of psychological development from the time we are infants (Beebe and Lachmann, 2002) , then psychoanalysts should seriously explore the implications of psi phenomena, where unconscious influencing and communication are the norm. Psi is another royal road, perhaps an expressway, to the unconscious. We should get back on where Freud left off.
NOTES
1. The discovery of mirror neurons (Gallese, Fadiga, Fogassi, & Rizzolati, 1996) provides a clue to the underlying mechanism of attunement to each other's inner states. It was found that mirror neurons, a type of premotor neuron, were activated not only when monkeys executed certain actions, but also when they observed others (monkey or human) executing similar actions. Mirror neurons in the human brain have been found to play a role in understanding, without words, the intention of others (Iacoboni et al., 2005) .
Perhaps one day mirror neurons will be discovered to explain mental ex changes of less directly observable bits of information, such as occurs in te lepathy. Note how Freud's (1933) attempt to explain telepathy "mirrors" this possibility: "The telepathic process is supposed to consist in a mental act in one person instigating the same mental act in another person. What lies be tween these two mental acts may easily be a physical process into which the mental one is transformed at one end and which is transformed back once more into the same mental one at the other end" (p. 68). 2. Some contemporary authors, among them Bass (2001) , Suchet (2004) , and Eshel (2006) , have written about their patients' telepathic dreams and other instances of uncanny "knowing" between analyst and patient. However, in most cases, these occurrences are presented as the special province of pa tient-analyst interconnectedness, as if instances of psychoanalytic uncon scious communication can be cordoned off from the larger domain of un conscious communication within which they occur. 3. Anticipating questions regarding the quality of these studies, I refer the read er to Foundations of Physics, "Evidence for Consciousnessrelated Anomalies in Random Physical Systems" (December, 1989) , in which "virtually all method ological criticisms raised to date" (p. 1504) are addressed. The article demon strates that the effects produced in these experiments "are not a function of experimental quality, and that the replication rate is as good as that found in exemplary experiments in psychology and physics" (p. 1510). Also, Dean Ra din's book Entangled Minds (2006) presents a broad array of confirmations of the PEAR program's results, and also addresses many of the commonly raised methodological criticisms. 4. Although many psi experiments have produced enormous odds against chance, the effect size is often quite small; e.g., subjects could alter a ma chine's expected output of 1's and 0's, but could not mentally hurl furniture across the room. 5. In order to address the understandable question of the subjective sense of time and possible retroactive reading of the past, I offer the following com ment: While I did not immediately write down my experience, I did call my boss (the director) in New York at about noon (Paris time) to tell him what had transpired at the production meeting and also to explain to him why I left the meeting so early (very uncharacteristic behavior for me). In the con versation, which was prior to the plane's takeoff time, I told him in detail of the horrifying sensations and images I had experienced. 6. In other experiments, the subjects' accurate remote perceptions of the undis closed site were performed precognitively before an agent arrived at the site, and sometimes before the site was even selected. These precognitive remote viewing experiments, conducted by the PEAR lab, yielded odds against chance of a hundred billion to one (Radin, 1997, p. 105) . 7. The pleasurable feeling associated with psi may also be related to the "econo my in psychical expenditure" cited by Freud (1905, p. 169) as the basis for the sensation of pleasure and release associated with jokes. It is a feeling familiar to many people who have experienced a simple form of psi-when a person whom they have not seen in many years suddenly comes to mind and a few minutes later they receive a phone call from that very person. 8. Reik (1948) postulates two distinct pathways by which analysts might acquire "uncanny" intuitive knowledge about their patients. The first is that conscious or sensebased material is assimilated in the unconscious and reemerges in some form of conscious understanding. In the second mode, which I believe to be more relevant to my blurting out the particular colors of the jumper sent by Carla's mother, Reik describes unknown, possibly archaic senses that at times may bypass or override the normal sensory routes. He notes: "Possi bly these unknown senses work faster than those we know, can communicate their perceptions to the unconscious faster than the senses developed later, and so seem to act through the air" (p. 139).
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